RESOURCES TO HELP UNLEASH GENERATIONAL ASSETS
Inspiration!
MAYA ANGELOU, Poet and author
Commencement speech, Lafayette College 1999
''Whether the ancestors came from Ireland or Germany in the 1850's, trying to escape the potato blight
which assaulted both those areas, or if the ancestors came from Eastern Europe trying to escape the
pogroms, the little and large murders, arriving at Ellis Island having their names changed to something
utterly unpronounceable, or if the ancestors came from Asia in the 1850's to build this country, to build
the railroads, unable legally to bring their mates for eight decades, if the ancestors came from Hungary
or Italy or Malta, South America or Delhi, if the ancestors came from Africa unwillingly, lying bound and
tied spoon-fashion in the filthy hatches of slave ships, in their own and each other's excrement. They
have already paid for each of us. So here you are, ready to continue knocking down the walls of Jericho,
the walls which keep you bound. And you've been paid for. It seems to me very clear that all you really
have to do is realize you have to knock the walls down for those who are yet to come.''
21/64 – www.2164.net
21/64 is a non-profit consulting division of the Andrea and Charles Bronfman Philanthropies that
specializes in next generation and multi-generational strategic philanthropy.
EPIP – Emerging Practitioners in Philanthropy www.epip.org
EPIP’s mission is to strengthen the next generation of grantmakers, in order to advance effective social
justice philanthropy.
TRADING POWER: 18 interviews with philanthropic leaders who talk about what the next generation
has to offer in exchange for what seasoned leaders can provide.
http://www.cofinteract.org/tradingpower/tradingpower.pdf
Resource Generation – www.resourcegeneration.org
Resource Generation works with young people with financial wealth who are supporting and challenging
each other to effect progressive social change through the creative, responsible and strategic use of
financial and other resources.

Working Across Generations: Defining the Future of Nonprofit Leadership
http://workingacrossgenerations.org/
Frances Kunreuther, Helen Kim, Robby Rodriquez, Kim Klein (series editor). Jossey-Bass publisher.
Encore Careers - http://www.encore.org/
Encore.org is for people interested in encore careers – jobs that combine personal meaning, continued
income and social impact. The site is published by Civic Ventures, a nonprofit think tank on boomers,
work and social purpose. While Encore.org is not a job placement service, it provides free,
comprehensive information that helps people transition to jobs in the nonprofit world and the public
sector.
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